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ABSTRACT

The paper studies the compressible flow of a hot two-component plasma in the presence
of gravitation and chemical reaction in a vertical channel. For the optically thick gas approximation,
closed form analytical solutions are possible. Asymptotic solutions are also obtained for the general
differential approximation when the temperatures of the two bounding walls are the same. In the
general case the problem is reduced to the solution of standard nonlinear integral equations which
can be tackled by iterative precedure. The results are discus ssed quantitatively. The problem may
be applicable to the understanding of explosive hydrogen-burning model of solar flares.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper Singh and Devi (1990) have given the characteristics of solar flares. In
short, they involve combustion process at high temperature and velocities. The other details are
intrinsic and the objective of this paper is to give a global model of solar flares.

Hence this paper considers the uni-directional flow of a combustible plasma in a vertical
channel under gravitation '<;'• Even at high temperatures, plasma is rarely fully-ionized and the
effect of partial ionization is incorporated in the model. The combustion is assumed to involve the
simple chemical reaction A —+ B together with the general differential approximation for radiation
and Arrhenius activation energy. Now as observed above, the velocities involved are large and of
order of 1000km s"1. This makes it incumbent to include compressibility in the analysis. The
model is therefore closed by the assumption of a Boussinesq compressible fluid.

One effect which is ignored, and could be important, is the influence of transience. In
fact, solar flares may last a few minutes to a few hours and it will therefore be physically interesting
to consider transient on the overall flow structure. We envisage analysis of this effect in subsequent
studies.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider the free convection flow of a two-component plasma in a vertical channel
one wall of which is at y = 1 and the other at y = 1. The x-axis points vertically upwards
in the reverse direction to gravitation. The flow is assumed to be fully developed with velocity
components given by (u{ y), 0). There is also an externally applied constant magnetic field in the
y-direction but we shall further assume that the magnetic Reynolds number is small so that induced
magnetic fields may be neglected. We shall denote the ions and neutral particles by subscript t and
n , and if c is concentration, q is radiative flux and 9 is temperature the governing equations in
non-dimensional form may be written in the spirit of Bestman (1990a, 1991) as

0 = a
Gr(9- 1) + Gc(c-

r dy \ dyj dy

dy2 N2 9 Bo dy

/°c. (1)
dy

We have assumed that the temperature and concentration for the ions and neutral particles are the

same, and the viscosity is proportional to &* while the mass diffusivity is proportional to cm.



The problem depends on the magnetic parameter TJ2 , the coupling frequency parameter

fc, the free convection parameters Gr and Gc, the Prandtl and Schmidt numbers Pr and Sc, the

radiation parameters N and Bo. Also Q is the enthalpy of formation and h% is the reaction rate

constant. The Arrhenius activation energy term is given as

where E is the energy and TJ is a constant parameter.

Eqs.(l) are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions

~2j9~td^ = 0 (2 )

The mathematical statement of the problem is now to solve Eqs.(l) and (2).

3. SOLUTIONS

Eqs.(l) and (2) are nonlinear and therefore no analytical solutions are envisaged. Various
asymptotic and numerical solutions will be considered for the temperature, radiative flux and con-
centration. Once the temperature and concentration are determined, the equations for the velocity
of the ions and neutrar particles become linear. Hence the primary task is to solve for 8 and c.

3.1 Optically thick gas, m = 0

Generally the third and last equations in Eqs.(l) may be combined as

Pr dy \ dyj dy Sc dy \ dy

and if

So dy

for the optically thick gas, we can deduce that

1 /-> ^ 2

- «o4)

If, however, m = 0, then for k\ = 1/e2 > 1 and F(y) = ScF>e-E/s, the WKB

approximation, keeping the eikonal and transport terms only, furnishes the solution for c of the

form

exp |"i f"F1/2(t)dt\ + BF~l/4(y) exp |"-i C (4)



A =
- e x p [ l

i/o /*/*<*)<*] -exp [I/J
When m = 0, Eqs.(3) and (4) furnish analytical solutions for 9 and c. For chosen value of $ between
0o and #i, c is computed from Eq.(4) and the corresponding value of y may now be obtained from
Eq.(3). A Newton-Raphson iterative technique is required for this exercise.

When m ^ 0, as it is in the more realistic situation, the last equation in Eqs.(l) may be
integrated twice. The result is

cm+l = (m+\)Sck£ f\y-O6«e-E/ecd(; + cZ+l +
Jo

+ y [ V 1 - c ? + 1 " <"» + l)5cfc r
2 j { I - 09" e~E/e c dA . ( 5 )

Substituting for cm+1 from Eq.(3) in Eq.(5) we will have a nonlinear mixed Fredholm-Volterra

interal for ^ + 1 . The method of solution of this equation will be discussed later.

3.2 General differential approximation, do = 9\

When 9o = 6\ = 6W (say), we put

6 = 6w+tp (6)

such that order O( <p) < order O( 0w) and order O( <p) ~ order O( c) ~ order O( 9). Under these
conditons, substituting Eq.(6) in Eqs.(l), we can deduce that

where

—-^ - 5cfcr
2(n+ l)9l~» e-E'e- • c = 0 . (8)

ip satisfies homogeneous boundary conditions at the walls while the boundary conditions on c and
q remain as before. Eq.(8) can be integrated twice, so that we have

( fmtl dc



where the constant k can be obtained from the equation

29W ) J^ jfc)

by the N e w t o n - R a p h s o n iteration. W h e n m = 1 Eq.(9) becomes

which can be reduced to elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds.

With the known value of c, Eqs.(7) can now be combined as

and thereafter <p may be obtained from the first equation in Eqs.(7) (say). Setting

we have

q= * \e"tv (AiCoshXy +
7

- ) e^CoshX - y e'T(7CoshA + XSinhX)

+ XCoshA) 1 B =U— - j

where the dash on Q indicates differentiation with respect to j / . Note Q (0) = 0

Finally, integrating the first relation in Eq.(7) twice, we can show that

e1V
[ ^ ( C h ^ ^ S i h X ) B ( S i h A - XCoshAyI i-

(10)

= / eX(v~f)Sinh7(y-£)c(0 d£ (11)
Jo

The constant A\ and B\ can be obtained from the equations

] - Q / d / ) V =

- k2
r Q8Z e-W" [ (y - 0 c( 0 de + const i + const 2 y . (12)

Jo
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The constants constit2 follow from the homogeneous conditions on tp when y = 0 , 1 . We have
further defined

3.3 The general solution

In the system of Eqs-(l), we solve the second order equation for q assuming 8 is known.
After integration by parts we can deduce the result

( £ ) B2Si»h (?£) - J^V^Cosh f£(»-0] <K • (13)

Substituting Eq.(13) into the boundary condition for q in Eq.(2) there results the relations

Hence the constants A% and Bt are in terms of integrals of the form appearing in Eq.(13) but with
finite limits. It is now a simple matter to derive the relation

Finally we integrate the temperature and concentration equations in Eqs.(l) twice. We obtain

0

0 - ) " k' f< y -

. . . . - . . a • • • • ( •



With the help of Eq.(U), Eqs.(15) constitute a mixed Fredholm-Volterra type simulta-
neous nonlinear integral equation for <?w+1 and cm + l . Indeed Eq.(5) is of this category except that
it is a single equation. When the nonlinear integral equation is either of the Fredholm or Volterra
type, Davis (1962) has discussed the conditions for the existence of solutions. The conditions are
fairly broad. In short the kernel should be bounded and integrable and should satisfy the Lifschitz
condition. This requires monotonicity. Also the unknown function should also be Lifschitz con-
tinuous. In which case the Picard's method of iteration gives a unique solution to the problem. All
these conditions are satisfied by our integral Eq.(15). If

f(y) = C 1 + v ( C 1 - C 1 ) , g(y) = c«m+1 + y (cT+i -

the Picard's iteration could be applied also on the mixed Eq.(15) with the starting solutions

( O o = / (y) - / ( 0 ) , (cm+1)0 = g(y)-g(O) .

Bestman (1990 b) showed that for mixed Fredholm-Volterra integral equation of the linear type,

the corresponding conditions for the Fredholm or Volterra equation also hold.

3.4 Solution for velocities

In solar flares, the temperatures involved are very high while die magnetic field and the
sun's gravitational field are strong. Hence the parameters TJ2 , Qr and Gc will be greater than unity.
However, the coupling frequency parameter, fc for partially ionized plasma is generally small.
So even though the velocity components in Eq.(l) are now governed by linear equations, these

equations are of variable coefficient and so still difficult to solve analytically. Therefore, before
embarking on a numerical scheme, asymptotic solutions could be advisable. Hence we seek the
expansions

u . ««<?> + /« «?> + ... (16)

when fc is small. Then from the appropriate relations in Eqs.(l), we obtain the following approxi-
mations

_ 1 ) + G e ( c _ l ) (17)
ay \ ay /

and



The solution for uj,o) in Eq.(17) is straightforward. It is

Gr

To solve for the u\0), we note that when N and So are small, 6 is a slowly varying function of y

since TJ2 is also very large. If we set

0)then the equation for ut-
0) reduces to

dy
%- - F(y) U^> = [GA& - 1) + Gc(c - = -R(y) .

This equation can be solved by the WKB approximation after defining a suitable Green's function

, y*). The details have been given in Bestman (1988). The results are

(7/0) = - f G(y,y*)R(y*)dy*
Jo

exp [/y
v* Fl I2 (t) dt] exp [- /^

(20)

exp [_
1
L 0J

< y < y*

exp exp [-

exp exp [-
< y <

{Coth [£ -Coth

2 F -Coth [/o
v*

The higher approximations could be tackled in exactly the same manner.

Generally the ion and neutral particle velocities can be obtained by introducing finite

differences, employing central difference. Hence if

du
dy

— u/_i d2u
2 Ay dy2

8

Ay2
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we generate a set of algebraic equations to solve for

U t , n ( - D , U i , n ( l ) , . . . U < , n a - l ) , U i , n ( / + 1 ) .

4. DISCUSSIONS

Even though this problem is simplified by assuming a Boussinesq compressible fluid in
the absence of external forcing pressure gradient, it is still much more difficult to handle than the
incompressible case in the absence of hydromagnetic effects (Bestman, 1991). Extensive numeri-
cal computations cannot therefore be avoided, and these numerical analyses are complimented by
the various asymptotic solutions. All computations were carried out on the ICTP Convex C210
Supercomputer.

Whenever the values of m and u; are not specifically stated, they have been taken as unity.
Also we have taken Pr = 0.7, Se = 1 = Q = E = 17, k% = 5. In Figs.l and 2, we have depicted
the temperatures and velocity distributions for 80 = 10 and 9\ = 20. We see that the temperature
distribution for the optically thick gas for the asymptotic solution is higher than that for the general
differential approximation. We have also computed the optically thick gas temperature distribution
when m = 1 by solving the integral equation, and it is found to be lower than the asymptotic
approximation but higher than the general differential approximation. When 6Q = 10 = &\, again
the asymptotic solution is higher than that for the general differential approximation. By and large
it was found that the integral equations produce 99% accuracy after three iterations. The results
of these iterative solutions compared with those of the asymptotics solutions does not show much
difference to cause any alarm. We note that the temperatures for the optically thick gas are higher
than that of the general differential approximation.

The ion velocity is higher than the velocity of the neutral particles in correspondence
with those of incompressible flow (Bestman, 1991). Increase in free convection parameters and
magnetic parameter cause a corresponding increase in the velocity. All the velocity profiles have
been computed with the temperature for the general differential approximation. If the asymptotic
temperature were used, one would expect high velocities.
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Fig.2 Temperature Profile
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Fig.4 Velocity Profile
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